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EDITORIAL
Gutenberg revisited
With this month's issue, the full text of the Jour-
nal of Vascular Sur;gery becomes available on the
World Wide Web and our profession takes a major
step into cyberspace. Approximately 1 year ago, The
Society for Vascular Surgery and the North American
Chapter of the International Society for Cardiovas-
cular Surgery created their own home page on the
Internet (http://www.vascsurg.or;g). At the same time,
Mosby enhanced their existing web page for the Jour-
nal ofVascular Sur;gery (http://www.Mosby.com/Mosby/
Periodicals/Medical/IVS/vs.html), created a direct link
to the new Vascular Societies' page, and made the
Table ofContents and the Abstracts for all of the 1996
issues available online. However, their recent decision
to make the full text of the Journal available represents
an even greater advance.
For the first time, readers of the online journal
will not only have access to all the text and illustra-
tions available in the hard copy version but also will
have a search engine capable offinding keywords that
appear in the abstract. In addition, all references
cited in the Journal will be linked to the appropriate
citation in Medline, thus allowing interested readers
to pull up an abstract for most of the articles refer-
enced in the Journal with a single click ofthe mouse.
The online Journal is not intended to replace its
hard copy counterpart but rather to augment it by
speeding the dissemination of its contents to col-
leagues around the world and by increasing the us-
ability of that information. In much the same way as
Gutenberg's application of movable type in the 15th
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century revolutionized the duplication of manu-
scripts and the spread of information, the creation of
online medical journals on the internet gives individ-
uals who are daring enough to enter this brave new
world access to a wealth of new information and an
unprecedented flexibility in manipulating the data
they retrieve.
Because online medical journals are only in their
infancy, it is difficult to predict all of the new and
innovative ways in which they will be used. However,
the ability to perform full text searches spanning
several years of the Journal should greatly facilitate
retrieval of relevant information and will undoubt-
edly enhance manuscript preparation.
Gone are the days oftearing up journals and filing
articles in folders or searching through multiple vol-
umes of bound journals or the Index Medicus for a
vaguely remembered reference. Gone too are the
stacks ofunread journals cluttering up our offices and
the rows upon rows of rarely used bound journals
gathering dust on our bookshelves. These will soon
be replaced by small, shiny compact disks sitting next
to our personal computers or simply by a software
link to the appropriate site on the internet.
If you have not already done so, start up your
computer, open up your web browser, type in the
URL (address) for the JVS home page and "take the
new online Journalfor a test drive." Ifyou prefer, go
to the completely redesigned SVS/ISCVS home
page, where you will find a link to the JVS home
page. Although you can safely predict that the online
Journalwill change over the next months/years, you
can also assume that it will become an absolutely
essential part ofyour professional life.
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